
Airbrush Flame Graphics Kit 1 for
Harley-Davidson Electra Glide Classic

Parts List
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42

Part Number Item Cost

HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42a Front Fender $44.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42b Upper Fairing $146.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42c Tank Side Left $33.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42d Tank Side Right $33.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42e Saddlebag Top Left $28.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42f Saddlebag Top Right $28.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42g Saddlebag Side Left $57.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42h Saddlebag Side Right $57.95
HBG-HRLYTOURGRPH42i Tour-Pak Top $23.95
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Harley-Davidson

Note: Kit is designed to fit within
an Electra Glide Classic’s factory
pinstripe areas as shown in product
image.
As accurate as H-D tries to be with
pinstripe placement, each set is
slightly different from each other.
Thus, margins between our graphic
pieces and factory pinstripes will
be different in each area. We
encourage placing the pieces to the
best of your ability and everything
should look fine.

While kit is shown on and designed
specific to H-D’s ‘13 Electra Glide
Classic, graphics may also be used
on other bike fitments such as a
Street Glide.

Installation Tip: Dryfitting each piece
prior to installation is recommended
to become familiar with placement.

Graphic kit is manufactured with
Premium Wrapping Cast vinyl
product with an Air Release
adhesive system. Thus, wet
application is not recommended.
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